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"REACT for SUCCESS"
It is very common to think; how we act determines our Success, but I believe
"It is how we REACT that determines our Success."
A good business person needs the valuable
experiences, of going through tough economic
times to become better, and...
During these times is when we need to keep
our minds open to new ideas and be willing to
learn.
With every Challenge, Comes a Chance to
Learn how to become more Successful, and
how we REACT to Challenges will determine
Our Success:
With Every Challenge There comes a Chance to Cultivate our
Creativity
With Every Bad Day There comes a Chance to Learn How to Stay
More Positive
With Every Tough Situation There comes a Chance for Building our Wisdom
With Every Disappointment There comes a Chance to Develop our Compassion and Understanding
With Every Bad Decision There comes a Valuable Learning Experience
"Tough Times Give Us the Opportunity To "Be Better" Than We Could Ever Imagine";
when times are good, it is easy to just go with the flow, and, when there is no pressure
there is no motivation.
Here is a list of 5 U.S. Companies that have been in business over 50 YEARS and they
all started small, by individuals like you and me, who had a dream. I guarantee each
one of these companies have been through a lot of tough times over the last 50 years,
but what they have learned from surviving in the tough times, has kept their businesses
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growing and thriving.
Revlon Cosmetics 1932
Estee Lauder Cosmetics 1946
Nordstrom Department Stores 1901
Hershey Candy Company 1894
Johnsons and Johnsons Personal Care 1886
Quote:
Nothing in the world can take the place of Persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more
common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is
almost a proverb. Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence
and determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan 'Press On' has solved and always
will solve the problems of the human race.
Author: Calvin Coolidge
With love,
Tammy Taylor
1 Peter: 7
These trials are only to test your faith, to show that it is strong and pure. It is being
tested as fire tests and purifies gold...
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